RAMCO Partnered With Rchilli For Its HCM Solution
Recruitment Management
Ramco HCM’s end-to-end recruiting functions enable you to quickly find the right talent
and build long-term relationships with current and potential employees at far lesser costs.
The software allows users to capture staffing requirements, collaborate with recruitment
agencies, enter and shortlist profiles of potential candidates, schedule interviews, rate and
select applicants, offer jobs and bring them onboard.

Rchilli specifically handles Candidate Management under Recruitment by managing all
the incoming resumes. Rchilli’s agile Resume Parser at the core of a solution serves a
perfect host to Fetch, Parse, Connect & Update Resumes in just One Click. With CV
Automation now coming in action, Candidate Management happens in quick go; Taking
Recruitment to its next level.
Swift integration, overly dedicated Support, Multi-lingual parsing, Cloud/Self Hosted
API, All-document handler, 74+ fields, HR-XML compliance, SaaS & CRM capabilities
with Batch/Bulk parsing of files, Email Inbox integration, highly accurate & secure with
Social Parsing were just another reasons of choosing Rchilli; A CV Automation solution.

Integrating Rchilli with Ramco HCM turned it to a complete Recruitment Management
suite with key takeaways as follows:

❖ Accurate info from Resumes getting parsed straight into the database.
❖ Auto-fill forms for the candidate on submission page as parser extracts the exact
info from resumes and populates the fields automatically.
❖ Faster and More resume submissions from Applicants giving them the ultimate
Candidate Experience.
❖ Parser sources info from Social Media profiles and displays results along with
parsed data. Adds social touch to the Solution.
❖ HR-XML compliance ensures data is consumed freely with other workforce
solutions.
❖ Shortlist profiles of potential candidates and bring them onboard expeditiously.
❖ Finally helps organizations achieve true visibility across the entire talent
acquisition process, making it easier to acquire the best talent.

About Rchilli
Rchilli brings you the cutting edge in resume management. Completely automate how
you fetch, parse, and store. Gather even more relevant data with our tools that connect to
candidate’s social profiles. And our unique search and match technology lets you find the
right candidate immediately with just one click. With on demand analytics, Rchilli is the
most efficient solution to scale your hiring, while lowering costs and ensuring that you
are finding top talent.
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